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ABSTRACT     John Donne [ 1572-1631] is one of the most important poets of the late Elizabethan 

and Jacobean periods in English literature. In many ways what is now known as Metaphysical poetry 

began with Donne and his innovative use of imagery, particularly his fondness for extended Metaphors 

and elaborate conceits which draw on what were at the time, new scientific theories and discoveries. Key 

characteristics of metaphysical poetry include: complicated, mental and emotional experience; unusual 

and sometimes deliberately contrived metaphors and similes; and the idea that the physical and spiritual 

universes are connected. This last one is where the term ‘Metaphysical‘ came from Metaphysics the 

branch of philosophy dealing with, among other things, the relationship between mind and matter or 

between the physical world and human consciousness we can observe all of these features in Donne 

poetry. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Metaphysical poems primarily hinges on, to say in Eliotean phrase, “a unification of sensibility” – the 
marvellous fusion of head and heart, of intellect and emotion, of thoughts and passion. Unlike poets in the 
Petrarchan and Spenserian tradition, a metaphysical poet attempts to establish a logical connection 
between his emotional feelings and intellectual concepts so that readers are compelled to think afresh, 
exercising their wit in lieu of a passive reading of poems. In this regard, Metaphysical poets utilize striking 
images and conceits which are considered the hallmark of any metaphysical poem. For instance, Donne in a 
Valediction: Forbidding Mourning compares the lovers with a pairs of compasses: “If they be two, they are 
two so / As stiff twin compasses are two/ Thy soul the fixed foot, makes no show / to move, but not doth, if 
stiff twin compasses are two / if the other do”. Such a far fetched comparison to show the mutuality and 
interdependence of the lovers in term of compasses is indeed astounding for which Samuel Johnson 
describe “metaphysical conceit’ as” a kind of Discordia concors – a combination of dissimilar images or 
discovery of occult resemblances in things apparently unlike” [ life of cowley]. Again in twicknam garden 
Donne makes another brilliant use of conceit whose ingenuity, Helen gardener considers, is more striking 
than its justice: “The spider love , which transubstantiates all / And can convert manna to gall” . Although 
Dr.  Johnson Pejoratively says that in Metaphysical poetry heterogeneous ideas are yoked by violence 
together, it is evinced that such blend of discordant elements is quintessential to prove and persuade the 
readers about the point, the poet wishes to highlight.      
 
THE FLEA:  
                 It is one the most admired poems of Donne. Earlier other ancient poets has also written conceits 
THE FLEA first sucked the poet first, Then it sucked the girl . Thus, the blood of the two got mingled. The 
two blood have merged and formed one blood [within the body of the flea] It is however, not a matter [for 
the girl] of sin, share, or loss of maidenhood. The flea symbolises three lines in one  

1. That of the poet. 
2. That of the girl. 
3. That of the flea itself. 

Thus the poet and that girl are virtually more than married. The Flea thus represents – 
1. The marriage bed.   
2. The marriage temple where marriage are solemnized.  

If the girl kills the Flea, it will amount to three deaths:  
1. That of the poet. 
2. That of the girls own. 
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3. That of the Flea.  
The girl has killed the Flea She has “Purpled her nails” in blood of ‘innocence’. The Flea was certainly 
innocent.  
Thus, the girl is certainly creed one in three lines, the poet makes the girl a lust of ridicule for having killed 
an innocent little creature thinking that it would do no harm either.  

1. To the poet or 
2. To herself  

          
TWICKNAM GARDEN 
As the poet enters the twicknam garden, he is in a mood of despair and agony. He is “blasted with sigh” and 
“surrounded with fears”. He Has come to seek solace in the garden. This garden is a paradise. It has a balm 
which “cure everything” but the emergence of “spider love” is ominous since it “can convert manna to gall”. 
Equally diabolic is the image of the serpent. It was the serpent who buried away. Even in the garden if eden 
and led to fall of man. 
                   The poet had come to the garden in search of solace. His hopes and aspirations have, however 
been shattered. Deep despondency has over taken him. The trees laugh and mock at him. The poet is in a 
state of predicament  

1. He can neither tolerate this disgrace. 
2. Nor he can leave the garden. He will prefers to be changed [by his beloved into]  

1. a mandrake or 
2. ‘a stone fountain weeping out my year’.  

 The poet hopes that lovers would come and collect his tears in vials. Then they would compare their tears 
with their mistress tears at home.  All tears must be false if they don’t taste like poets tears. It is hard to 
judge a women’s heart just from their tars, just as her dress cannot be judged from her shade. They find 
women as untrue platonic   love a “perverse sex”. 
 
THE GOOD MORROW  
The poet wonder what he and his beloved did when they were little children. He made some conjectures. 
The poet expenses the real marriage of true mind or souls instead of bodies. The poem has been written in a 
very serve mood. The poet has some fear about the part but is soon allayed. This poem is an example of 
platonic   love which does not celebrate just the body . The lovers have two plain hearts which can be read 
by them in each other face. The identities of two lovers get merged spiritually. 
 
This poem celebrates the feelings of newness which love can bring the sense of your life having truly began 
when you meet the person you love. The opening lines addresses this plainly; “I wonder by my troth, what 
thou and I did till we love”? 
  
Its clearly a celebration of young love and a very candid depiction of two lovers sharing their bodies with 
each other. Like so many Donne’s love poems, it takes is right into the bedroom, between the sheets. 
 
THE CANONIZATION 
The poet is all for love. The people need not talk about it or about his 

1. Age 
2. Ailments or 
3. Fortune 

Let them improves their own positive and mind through 
1. Arts 
2. A course 
3. High official portion  
4. King’s grace etc. 

But the poet should be allowed to love. Poet’s love does not cause harm to anybody. It does not cause  
1. Sea – storms  
2. Floods [ through tears ]  
3. Autumn [ or absence of spring ]  
4. Plague  
5. War etc’ 
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 Some lines in the poem bring before us the famous images of  
1. Flies and the Tapers 
2. Eagle and the Dove [ all eating or killing each other ]  
3. The phoenix  

                    Rising again from its ashes after  destruction. 
The lovers similarly dies and rise again. The poet and two beloved love, if it were fit for tombs or 
hearse will be fit for verse. The lovers will thus he canonized sss through poetry  
           ‘A pattern of your love’. The poet  and his beloved love will be  

1. Divinely blessed and  worthy of being emulated . 
2. Each a place of  hermitage for either of term .  
3. A contraction of the whole world in their eyes. 

 
The important line of canonization is “For god sake hold your tongue” and “let me love”. It is a love poem, 
but like many of Donne’s poems he fuses sexual or romantic love with religious motifs and imagery. After 
all, to canonize someone is its declare them a saint, love become a sort of religious in itself - a satisfied thing 
we get someone of the key features of john Donne’s love poetry in the canonization. The bragging the sense 
that the sun shines out of the lovers behind because they leaves something the rest of the world will never 
have; they have their love for each other.  
 
A VALEDICTION: Forbidding  mourning 
The poet’s love will not cause any  

1. Tear – flood 
2. Sigh – tempests  
3. Earthquakes  
4. Shaking of spheres 

Dull sublunary lovers believe in sense but not the poet. The poet and his beloved love is purely ritual  
1. They do not know what it is  
2. They care little for physical organs much as eyes, lips, hands .  

 
Their two souls are one as they get expanded like sheets of beaten gold [ even when they are a part ]. In this 
poem we have the famous image of compasses.  
 
As their poems tittle suggests, its poem of farewell, written by Donne for his wife in 1611-12 before he left 
England to go on a mission to Europe. Utilising Metaphors of compass point and alchemical processes to 
describe the relationship between the husband and wife. A valediction is one of the finest example of 
Metaphysical poetry. Donne likes the relationship of his wife with him to a religious or spiritual bond 
between two souls.  
 
This kinship between their souls means that they can transcend the physical basis of their relationship and 
so endure times apart from each other, while Donne is on the continent and his wife remains back at home. 
Other couples who are bonded physically but do not have this deeper spiritual connection, couldn’t bear to 
be physically apart like that.  
 
“BATTER MY HEART” 
In this sonnet, Donne represents himself as a woman, whose husband is god. Evil has over taken him and 
the poet ask god to be strict with him like a Blacksmith and to “batter” his heart and knock and over thorn 
him and 

1. Break  
2. Blow 
3. Burn and 
4. Make him new  

So, that he may shines. 
 
At present, has situation is like a usurped town which is produced by the enemy. God should come, claim, 
and save him and “ravish” him to make him “chaste” what a strange pardon we have on the last time.  
 
HYMNE TO GOD THE FATHER  
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In this hymn comprising three stanzas the poet request god to forgive his sins through he is not whether 
god will actually oblige him. [that he does in the first stanza]. 

In the last stanza, however he realises full faith in the generosity and benignity of god and feels 
accused of his forgiveness. Thus unlike most of other Donne’s religious poems where doubt always 
presents, here in this poem we have his feeling of confidence and a sense of security as the poem concludes.     
 
CONCLUSION 
John Donne is regarded as the leading metaphysical poet in the history of English literature. Originality is 
the most important feature of John Donne’s poetry. He was not only original in his ideas, thoughts, and 
feelings but in his diction as well . He presents unique ideas in his poetry using unique words, which come 
not only from science but from various field of life. There are many poems of John Donne which dwell upon 
unique ideas. For example, In the Floe, John Donne prevents his beloved from taking the life of the Flea, who 
has just bitten both of them, by arguing that it would be tantamount to killing of three souls . Donne’s 
poetry is the fusion of thoughts and feelings. It is also called unification of sensibility. The Metaphysical poet 
John Donne combined passion and thoughts in the poetry. This unique blending of passion and reason can 
be found in every poem of John Donne.  
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